
Our company is hiring for a production equipment operator. If you are looking for
an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for production equipment operator

Completes daily powered industrial truck (PIT) maintenance/check sheet 
Accurately inventories materials and records weight, counts, and condition of
parts via an RF system 
Operation of a stand up style lift, sit down style lift, or tugging equipment in
a manufacturing environment 
Positions forks, lifting platform, or other lifting device under, over, or around
loaded pallets, skids, boxes, or materials, and transports load to designated
area 
Puts away palletized or repacked units by raising forks for placement into
four or five high racks 
Picks palletized or repacked units out of four or five high rack locations and
stages for delivery 
Loads or unloads material onto or off of pallets, skids, or lifting device 
Recharges, maintains proper water levels, and clean batteries 
Assist other departments with problem solving or improvement ideas related
to material movements
Develop and maintain relationships in a team environment

Qualifications for production equipment operator

Identify all in-process commodities and verify that they are consistent with
the work order and perform line clearances
Incumbent performs these and other duties including special assignments as

Example of Production Equipment Operator Job
Description
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Basic mechanical knowledge and the use of hand tools are strongly preferred
Stand up to 8-12 hours per shift, sit for up to 2-4 hours per shift, twist at
waist 10 times per hour, regularly lift up to 20 pounds per activity 5 times per
shift, occasionally lift a maximum of 50 pounds per activity 1 time per shift,
walk, climb stairs, climb ladders/walk on catwalks
Use computer terminal 1 hour per shift, respond to visual warning indicators,
respond to audible warning indicators, respond to color or special visual
indicators, work around moving equipment, work with chemicals, work in
hearing conservation area, work on knees occasionally


